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Background for the Content in This Deck
CGAP’s Cash-In/Cash-Out (CICO) for Rural Agent Networks project supports market actors in six focus
countries (Colombia, Côte d’Ivoire, India, Indonesia, Morocco and Pakistan) to implement practices,
policies, and regulations that extend the reach and enhance the quality of rural CICO networks.
This enables lower income rural customers, especially women, to use a wider variety of digital financial
services (DFS) as tools to better manage and improve their livelihoods.
As part of this work, CGAP and its partners made a comprehensive compilation of recent global knowledge
about how CICO agent networks operate in different markets and the Financial Service Provider (FSP)
practices, policies and regulations that have enabled their development.
CGAP has used the global knowledge compiled to support a technical dialogue with focus country
stakeholders that builds consensus on key constraints preventing CICO network development and
to implement country-specific action plans that address these constraints.
This deck shares this global knowledge more broadly so that it can inform a similar dialogue among FSPs,
policy makers and regulators in other countries.
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Purpose of This Deck
This deck shares parts of the CICO global knowledge compiled by CGAP that are considered
relevant for Financial Service Providers (FSPs). There are two other decks that do the same for
policy makers and regulators.
The knowledge shared in this deck is general, meaning that it aims to represent a comprehensive
compilation of CICO agent network operations and recommendations without specifying if they
apply to, or are implementable in, the reader’s unique context.
Readers are expected to view this deck as a menu of potential good practices shown by the global
experience and reflect on whether these apply in their market and organization.
More specifically, this deck shows (i) how rural CICO agent network expansion leads to increased
customer value and sustained market growth; (ii) the barriers FSPs face to expand rural CICO
networks; and (iii) successful new practices carried out in different markets that address barriers
and result in improved rural CICO reach and quality.
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This Deck is Part of a Broader Set of
CGAP Knowledge Products on CICO
The CICO global knowledge compiled in this deck includes previous CGAP work, as well as
work from partners like the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Boston Consulting Group,
MSC and IDEO Colab, among many others.
This deck will be complemented by subsequent CGAP knowledge products that
synthesize lessons from the work conducted in the six focus countries, once CGAP’s CICO
project concludes.
These subsequent CGAP publications will reflect more deeply on those contextual settings
(e.g. customer segments, markets, organizations) that determine when the general practice,
policy and regulatory recommendations presented in this deck apply and suggest
stakeholder implementation strategies that are better suited to the various contexts.
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Executive Summary
CICO networks are foundational for DFS providers to serve
customers better and achieve long-term growth
• Increasing the reach and quality of CICO networks has led to an
increase in the adoption and use of DFS among a greater share
of the population.
• Investments that increase rural CICO reach and quality enable financial
service providers (FSPs) to serve previously underserved or excluded
customers, contributing to network effects that ensure long-term growth
and a progressively more diversified and valued digital service
ecosystem.
• While recognizing that CICO networks matter for sustained and
inclusive growth in DFS markets, it is important to acknowledge that
a lot of progress has been made since the rise of digital finance.
Today there is good CICO access in most major cities globally.

Creating operationally excellent CICO networks is key to going rural,
but this cannot be done without first improving the DFS value
proposition for rural customers
• Lead DFS markets reveal a journey for rural CICO networks grounded on
identifying a strong anchor use case that responds to the needs of many
customers, including those in rural areas. Identifying which anchor use
case has greater demand among rural customers is a context-specific
exercise that needs to be carried out.
• When the anchor use case exists (for example P2P, G2P or ecommerce), it motivates FSPs to invest in agent network manager (ANM)
models that improve the unit economics of rural agents and enables them
to increase revenue and cover their costs.

• The persistent challenge is that most agent network models break down
in rural areas, resulting in a heavy clustering of agents in big cities but a
severe scarcity of agents in localities with lower population densities.

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Executive Summary
Key provider practices to overcome barriers to rural CICO
• There’s a new generation of ANM models, leveraging new business
opportunities and digital technology, that can achieve higher levels of
service aggregation than previous ANM generations. These new
ANM models result in greater value for the customer, which in turn
generates more transactions per customer and higher agent
profitability in rural areas.
• The unprecedented level of service aggregation achieved by these
new ANMs is largely the result of a growing application of digital
technology (e.g., open APIs) that makes it easier for service providers
from different sectors (e.g., finance, FMCG, e-commerce) to bundle
their services under the same digital platform and share a common
CICO agent network. This integration—led by ANMs—significantly
increases the number of revenue-generating services that agents can
facilitate through CICO for rural customers.

• Notably, bank-led ANM partnerships in East and South Asia and Latin
America have experienced faster service aggregation rates relative to
those led by MNOs in Sub-Saharan Africa.
• Cross-country evidence suggests the key agent features that result in
greater rural agent viability are agent non-exclusivity, non-dedication
and interoperability. When these features are enabled by ANMs and
FSPs, agents reach break-even faster, increase profits, reduce capex
and opex, and increase customer value. This is critical for agent
viability in areas with low population density.
• Replicating these rural CICO-enabling features is a highly marketspecific exercise. These features are not always easy to promote in
every context given evolving local competition, policy and regulatory
strategies used by the various market stakeholders.

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Executive Summary
The business case for addressing the gender gap in rural CICO networks

Agent geospatial mapping is a powerful tool to plan for agent expansion

• Given that CICO is a strong driver of DFS use, the lack of women’s access
to adequate CICO helps explain the persistent gender gap in DFS.
Therefore, removing barriers for women to use CICO and act as agents
would help to boost rural demand and expand the number of agents.

• Agent geospatial mapping and analysis is a powerful tool that has helped
providers improve their demand-supply analysis and identify more rigorously
and with granularity those areas where they could viably expand their
CICO networks.

• FSPs should carry out R&D efforts to (i) understand context-specific barriers
to women’s use of CICO; (ii) analyze how existing CICO networks might be
missing out on women customers and agents due to structural and
normative gender factors; and (iii) develop and test hypotheses for solutions
to these gaps depending on the segment of women targeted.

• Unlike agent density, which measures the number of agents per capita,
geospatial coverage captures how the number of agents varies with the
population density in each part of the country. This is critical for identifying
with more granularity areas that are underserved or excluded.
• Geographical coverage can be combined with other data sets, like
demand-side surveys, economic census, ITC infrastructure, and merchant
location data to develop more accurate predictions of areas with latent demand
where new agents can be viable but have not been activated by FSPs
due to information asymmetries.

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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2. Why CICO Agent Networks Matter

Relevance
for FSPs

Digital finance can greatly help many people, but its benefit for low-income
customers largely depends on their ability to cash in and out of the digital
ecosystem. This requires agent networks, which are notoriously difficult to
expand in rural areas where most of the world’s poor, financially underserved
and excluded populations still live and work.
While a few countries like Sweden, China and Norway have reduced their cash
use, hard cash will continue to play a vital role in the economies of nearly every
country on earth. This is especially true in low- and middle-income countries,
where most people are still paid in cash, and there are limited digital use cases
for most people’s daily transactions. If you are not paid digitally, you need some
way to add your cash to a digital account to benefit from DFS. Likewise, unless
you can conduct all your transactions digitally, you need a way to convert
e-money you receive back into cash. This is irrespective of whether you have
a smartphone or not.

Sources: The role of CICO in digital financial inclusion (2019)
2. WHY CICO AGENT NETWORKS MATTER
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Across
the World,
the Use of
DFS Tracks Closely
with Customer
Proximity to
CICO Agents

Research shows that across Mobile Money markets in Africa and Asia, agent proximity
to customers has been important for the uptake and usage of mobile money

Source: Proximity Matters: Five Case Studies in Closing the CICO Gap (CGAP, 2018)
2. WHY CICO AGENT NETWORKS MATTER
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CICO Agent Networks Drive Initial Expansion of DFS
Uptake with Use in Banking and Mobile Money Markets,
Enabling Sustained Growth

Example: Growth in M-Pesa agents and users followed
similar trajectories in Kenya:

Example: Expansion of banking correspondents in Mexico caused
an increase in uptake and use of accounts and FS:

• M-Pesa grew very rapidly to become the largest agent network & mobile
money platform in Kenya

• In 2018, 31.5M Mexican adults were using banking correspondents'
services, an increase of 49% vs. 2012

• From ~2K agents and ~1.5M users in 2008 it grew to ~148K agents
and ~30M users in 2018

Users

–In rural areas, that number was 8.1M adults up from 4M in 2012
(a 2x increase)

Agents

30M

150K
Agents

20M

Users

100K

10M
0M
2005

• The number of active "Banamex Transfer" mobile accounts2 grew
from 2.75M in 2014 to 10M+ in 2018
• The number and amount of savings transactions managed by
correspondents grew ~6-7x between 2013 and 2018 to 23M transactions
or $30M monthly

50K

2010

2015

0K
2020

1. Banamex Transfer accounts are simplified bank accounts that allow users to use their mobile phones to perform simple and secure bank transactions by phone. Sources: Measuring the Impact of Bank
Correspondents on Financial Inclusion in Mexico (National Banking Commission, 2018); Payments are a-changin' but cash still rules (BIS, March 2018), The long-run poverty and gender impacts of mobile money
(Suri and Jack, 2016); How Mobile Money is Spreading (The Economist, 2018)
2. WHY CICO AGENT NETWORKS MATTER
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3. Barriers to Expand CICO
Agent Networks

The Pending Challenge to Go Rural
While recognizing that expanding CICO networks matter for sustained growth in
DFS markets, it is important to acknowledge that a lot of progress has been made since
the rise of digital finance. Today there is good CICO access in most major cities globally.
The persistent challenge is that most agent network models break down in rural areas,
resulting is a heavy clustering of agents in big cities and a severe scarcity of agents in
localities with lower population densities.
This excludes people living in rural areas and limits their ability to contribute to
sustainable development.

3. UNDERSTANDING INNOVATIONS ENABLING RURAL CICO

I
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However, the Vast Majority of People who Currently
Lack CICO Access Live in Rural Areas

Source: BCG (2019). Definitions: Rural frontier is sparsely populated, very remote, and no established commercial activity; Rural oasis is sparsely populated, remote, but with towns that drive commercial activity;
Peri-urban is less densely populated, slightly less infrastructure connectivity and commercial activity; Urban is large, densely populated with very high infrastructure connectivity and commercial activity. 1. Defined
as the percentage of people within 5 km of a CICO service point. 2. For India, defined as % of people within 1 km of a CICO service point.
3. BARRIERS TO EXPAND CICO AGENT NETWORKS
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With Prevailing Agent Network Models, Rural Frontier Agents Face
Significant Economic Barriers to Profitability, Primarily Driven by
Low Transaction Volumes
Illustrative

Urban

Peri-urban, rural oasis

Rural frontier

~40

~30

<10

transactions/
day

transactions/
day

transactions
/ day

<0.5

<0.5

3.5

years to
break even

years to
break even

years to
break even

Key assumptions for frontier estimates:
• Daily transaction volume: Assumptions based on (i) bottom-up projections based on populations, (ii) tail of low-volume agents observed in sample and other secondary
research (iii) input from provider
• Agent start-up costs: Frontier assumptions based on proportional reduction from urban to rural.
• Agent ongoing costs: Frontier costs projected to reduce as rent should drop substantially from oasis to frontier (particularly for non-dedicated). Estimated based on increase in
travel and liquidity mgmt. costs, and reduction in rent, utilities, staff, maintenance cost
• Time to recover start-up investment: Calculated based off ongoing monthly profitability estimate, and start-up investment
Source: BCG analysis and benchmarks from secondary research (Helix ANA, IFC/MasterCard Foundation)
3. BARRIERS TO EXPAND CICO AGENT NETWORKS
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In Order to be Economically Viable, all Agents must Drive
Sufficient Transaction Volume within Their Catchment Area
Agent viability is determined by:

Population in catchment area

Transaction volume

Digital Financial Services penetration rate
Number of use cases valued by consumers
Transaction per customer and transaction frequency by use case

– Commission rate on transactions (incl. upcharging)
– Fees paid to service providers

Net revenue
– Fixed costs (e.g., labor, rent, device)
– Ongoing costs (e.g., liquidity management)

Profit
– Opportunity cost of time and effort
– Compared to alternative income sources
Viability
Legend
3. BARRIERS TO EXPAND CICO AGENT NETWORKS
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Prevailing Agent Models Make it Hard for Rural Agents to Drive
Sufficient Transaction Volume within Their Catchment Area
Characteristics of rural geographies…

… Leading to three main barriers

Low population size and density
Typically <5000 population

Supply and demand challenges
Leading to transactions ~70% less in volume and ~30% less in
value than in 'oasis' rural areas, & lower profitability

Lower economic activity
Typical consumer income is <$500/yr
Regulatory challenges
When regulations are not designed with rural constraints in mind,
e.g., ID requirements, exclusivity, unrealistic KYA requirements

Geographically remote
>50km from closest urban center

Operational & industry complexities
Limited commercial partnerships as a result of limited infrastructure

Limited existing infrastructure
Limited banking presence, limited postal infrastructure, fewer
paved roads (however assumes presence of telco network)

Emerging innovations in agent management models that address these constraints, as shown below
Source: BCG DFS Agent Interview Study 2018, secondary Research (Helix ANA surveys, IFC/MasterCard Foundation), BCG DFS Provider Interview Study 2018
3. BARRIERS TO EXPAND CICO AGENT NETWORKS
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4. Emerging Innovations to
Overcome Barriers

Markets Leading Rural CICO Coverage Reveal Important
Innovations that are Helping Overcome Barriers to Rural CICO
Lead DFS markets reveal a journey for rural CICO networks grounded on understanding
the needs of many customers, including those in rural areas, and identifying a strong anchor
use case that responds to these needs. Identifying which anchor use case has significant
rural demand is a context-specific exercise.
When the anchor use case is identified, it motivates FSPs to invest in agent network manager
(ANM) models that improve the unit economics of rural agents and enables them to increase
revenues and cover their costs.
Market-based agent fees are important for CICO sustainability as they enable agents,
ANMs and DFS providers to cover their costs.

4. EMERGING INNOVATIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS
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Rural CICO Coverage Depends on Whether Industry’s Anchor Use
Case Responds to Rural Customers’ Needs
Anchor use cases with traction among rural customers are context-specific and need to be identified. Examples include:

Factors that influence
archetype

Person-to-person (P2P)

Government-to-person (G2P)

E-commerce

• Urban to rural domestic
remittances drive rural agent
network growth

• Rural agent network
development driven by
government's desire to expand
G2P transfers to rural-area
beneficiaries

• E-commerce companies' desire to
drive transactions beyond urban
zones fuels rural agent network
expansion

• E.g. Kenya – Mobile Network
Operator (MNO) as lead provider
to formalize P2P transfers
market for lower-income
customers

• E.g. Colombia and India –
private and public sector banks
play lead role in rural DFS
distribution

• E.g. China – Mature stage of ecommerce-led agent business
models

4. EMERGING INNOVATIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS
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• Type of use case prevalent in
local markets
• Type of DFS provider that is
leading/ investing in the agent
network expansion
• Regulatory/ incentive framework
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FSPs have Relied on Third-Party ANMs to Outsource the Agent
Onboarding and Management Process
Agent management, from recruitment to supervision, and liquidity support,
can be costly. Weak agent management can prevent models from being viable
and/or reaching out to remote areas

Recruitment

Training

Management
and
supervision

Outsourcing agent management and support
can help draw on the specialized expertise
of external actors (e.g. FMCG, agribusiness,
IT and logistics), increasing efficiency
and enabling a viable agent

Day-to-day
support

Liquidity
support

4. EMERGING INNOVATIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS
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There are Two Main Approaches to Outsourcing Agent
Management and Support, and Many Mix-and-Match Models
Recruiting master agents
who manage their own sub-agents

Outsourcing to third party ANMs

Master Agent (MA)
“principal”, “primary”, or “super” agent

Agent Network Manager
ANM

The two approaches are not
mutually exclusive.
The same person or entity may be a
master agent and at the same time
become an ANM for one or more FSPs -assuming all regulatory criteria are met.

• Contract directly with the FSP as an agent,

• Need not be an agent itself.

• Contract sub-agents who do not need an individual
contract with the FSP.

• Do not contract directly with retail agents but
facilitate a contract between the agent and the FSP.

• Often, at the apex of their own retail chain,
franchising business, or other service enterprise
(e.g., supermarket chains, petrol station chains).

• Can recruit and manage agents from across
industries and commercial activities (e.g.,
pharmacies, grocery shops, agro-dealers,
warehouses, appliance stores, etc.).

• Accountable to the FSP for the sub-agents to whom
they delegate functions – they have contracts with both
providers and retail sub-agents.

And vice versa.
Terminology varies a lot,
and the concepts are often not
so clear in practice.

• FSP remains responsible for all its agents

• FSP remains responsible for all its agents

Examples in appendix
4. EMERGING INNOVATIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS
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5. What’s Innovative in Leading
Agent Models?

A New Generation of ANMs is Rising, Grounded on
New Business Models and Digital Technology
There’s a new generation of ANM models, leveraging new business
opportunities and digital technology, that can achieve higher levels of service
aggregation than previous ANM generations. These new models result in
greater value for the customer, which in turn generates more transactions
per customer and higher agent profitability in rural areas.
The unprecedented level of service aggregation achieved by the new ANMs
is largely the result of a growing application of digital technology (e.g., open
APIs) that makes it easier for service providers from different sectors
(e.g., finance, FMCG, e-commerce) to bundle their services under the same
digital platform and share a common CICO agent network. This integration—
led by ANMs—significantly increases the number of revenue-generating
services that agents can facilitate through CICO for rural customers,
which improves rural agent viability.

5. WHAT’S INNOVATIVE IN LEADING AGENT MODELS?
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A New Generation of ANMs Leverage New Business Models to
Improve Customer Value through Unprecedented Levels of
Service Aggregation

E-commerce

FMCG

Fintechs
Lottery tickets

IT systems
Fintechs
5. WHAT’S INNOVATIVE IN LEADING AGENT MODELS?
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Four Distinct ANM Models Globally
A taxonomy based on how many provider services the agent can facilitate with a single float account
Specialised ANM

Large Chain

Diversified ANM

• ANM does not integrate into
financial service providers’ (FSP)
systems
• Agent txns are processed and
managed by the FSP's core system.
• ANM has no or limited visibility on
agent transaction data

• Integrates its systems only with FSPs
• Agent's float account is managed by the
ANM and can be used to process
customer txns on any partner FSP
• Has visibility into agent transaction data
• Contracts and pays commissions to the
agents

• Integrates its systems only with FSPs.
• ANM manages a pooled float account
for all agents (agents don’t have
individual float)
• ANM has full visibility into transaction
data
• ANM earns all commissions

• Integrates its system with that of FSPs
AND non-financial service providers like
e-commerce, FMCG, agribusiness,
others
• Has full visibility into agent transaction data
• Contracts and pays commissions to the
agents

•

Supplies agents with FSP’s equipment
or access to FSP agent platform
Only promotes financial products
from partner FSP
May offer non-financial products in
separate agent till

• ANM provides agents with a platform
where they can process financial
transactions
• Distributes only a financial service
offering from partner FSPs (unlike a
diversified ANM).
• ANM may also be authorized to offer some
non-bank financial services (e.g., credit,
payments).

• Agents are the ANM staff. The agent
outlet is wholly owned by the ANM
and so there is no agency contract
between the agent and the ANM.
• The ANM decides the location where the
agent will open and staffs the service
point and owns/rents the physical
structure.

•

Recruits agents on behalf of a FSP
(KYA)
Occasional training and follow-up if
requested by FSP

• Recruits and manages agents. Offers
training and liquidity management support.

• Centrally run chain of stores, a head
office recruits and manages all
stores/agents

Stand-Alone ANM

Transaction
Processing

•

Product
Offering

•

•

Agent
Network

•

Examples: FIA Global (India),
ValeMas (Colombia)

E.g., Atyati (India), Intouch (Senegal),
Tanda (Kenya), ABC (Uganda)

E.g., Oxxo (Mexico), PEP (South Africa),
Exito (Colombia)

5. WHAT’S INNOVATIVE IN LEADING AGENT MODELS?
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•

Agent’s float account managed by the
ANM can process financial and nonfinancial txns from customers of partner
FSPs and partner non-financial service
providers
ANM trains its agents to facilitate additional
non-financial services e.g.; sale of FMCG,
customers’ submission of e-commerce
orders, use the agent as a product pick-up
point for customers

• Identifies, recruits and trains agents on
behalf of FSP partners and non-financial
partners

E.g., Grabkios (Indonesia), PTM (Colombia),
Taobao (China), Dvara (India)
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Regardless of
the ‘Anchor’
Use Case that
Kickstarts
the CICO Agent
Network
Development
Journey…

… These New ANMs Have Helped FSPs
Expand CICO Networks by
Diversifying faster from one anchor use case into new ones
(i.e., G2P, P2P, e-commerce), enabling agents to offer a
bundle of financial and non-financial services

Diversifying agent revenue streams to encompass other
DFS or non-DFS revenue streams (e.g., integrating APIs
from firms in e-commerce FMCG, agribusiness, ride hailing)

Digitizing locally important rural value chains to increase
commercial DFS penetration (e.g., agricultural supply chain
payments, petrol distribution, public sector payroll)

5. WHAT’S INNOVATIVE IN LEADING AGENT MODELS?
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New ANM Models are Allowing
TO GO FROM THIS:

TO THIS:

SUPPLY

DEMAND

Individuals
(looking for bill
payment, P2P transfer,
airtime top-up )

FSPs

SUPPLY

DEMAND

Individuals
(looking for bill payment, P2P
transfer, airtime top-up.)

FSPs

AGENTS

MNOs

Pensioners, other
G2P beneficiaries

AGENTS
MNO Retailers
Neighbourhood
Retail Shops
The speed and diversity of service aggregation
observed has been greater among bank-led models
in East and South Asia and Latin America relative
to MNO-led models in Sub-Saharan Africa
Service aggregation through diverse agent profiles
is key to increase average transactions
per customer, agent revenue and viability

Public services

• MNO Retailers
• Neighbourhood Retail
Shops

•
•
•
•
•

Agri-businesses

FMCG/Ecommerce
5. WHAT’S INNOVATIVE IN LEADING AGENT MODELS?
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Delivery Drivers
Warehouse Managers

Traders
(buying, selling goods
and non-financial
services)

Agribusiness retailers
E-commerce agents
Government offices

Agri producers
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Examples of New
Generation ANMs

Photo: Emilio Hernandez
5. WHAT’S
WHAT’S INNOVATIVE
INNOVATIVE IN
IN LEADING
LEADING AGENT
AGENT MODELS?
MODELS?
5.
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China: Ule and the Partnership Approach

AT A GLANCE:
Ule has acted as an ANM for China Post (CP) and China Post
Savings Bank (CPSB), since 2010.
TOM Group (TOMG) is the IT company behind Ule’s operations.
It created a digital platform that connects small rural shops, who are onboarded as agents, to distribute e-commerce goods delivered by CP and
banking and payment services offered by CPSB and other partner banks to
rural customers.
TOMG collects and analyzes customer and agent data to develop credit
scores that allow CPSB to offer loans to shops and tailor financial services
to rural customers.
It has reached 90.3 billion RMB in total merchandise sales (2017)
and has 640,000 participating agents in rural China (2018).

Photo: Emilio Hernandez

Sources: DFS Lab. 2020. “China’s CICO Agent Evolution: From Cooperatives to Social Commerce.”
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China: Ule and the Partnership Approach

WHAT’S THE VALUE PROPOSITION?

SUMMARY OF HOW IT OPERATES

Rural customers can use a single Ule agent to pick-up (drop-off) goods
bought (sold) on-line and shipped by CP’s delivery persons; pay digitally for
any item at the shop; do CICO associated to savings, credit, transfers and
insurance offered through CPSB; and pay in cash for e-commerce
transactions.

TOMG developed an application that integrates APIs from CPSB and CP’s ecommerce partners and gives agents a single POS and float account to process
customer transactions related to financial and e-commerce services.

Rural Ule agents have expanded fee revenue from beyond the sale of their
shop’s stock to include over 3 million items sold on-line and distributed by
CP; plus over 13 different financial services offered by CPSB and other
banking partners. They can also access working capital loans and business
advice from TOMG. All this while using a single agent float account to
process customer CICO requests related to financial and e-commerce
transactions. Agents can balance their float at a relatively wide network of
CPSB rural branches.

TOMG has partnered with RubiKloud, a fintech, to analyze agent and customer
data which helps CPSB to issue loans to agents. In addition, it provides
customer insights to tailor services like customer and agent loyalty systems and
price discounts through bulk customer/agent purchases.
CP uses its delivery persons to onboard Ule’s rural agents, who are nonexclusive (can represent more than one bank) and non-dedicated (offer
financial and non-financial products).
CP, CPSB and TOMG are all investors in Ule, aligning incentives to ensure
Ule’s growth.

Sources: DFS Lab. 2020. “China’s CICO Agent Evolution: From Cooperatives to Social Commerce.”
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China: Ule and the Partnership Approach

KEY TAKEAWAYS
ULE is an example of a new generation ANM that takes service aggregation to the next level, all rooted on a customer-centric
approach that brings greater value for customers and agents.
• Customers can conveniently access highly valued non-financial services, like purchase or sale of goods through e-commerce, together with
a wide variety of banking and payment services. The option to do CICO is enabled, since many rural customers in China still hold cash.
• Ule agents report higher revenues as they can generate more transactions per customer, given the greater number of services they can
facilitate thanks to the vast e-commerce catalogue. Also, CP’s and PSBC’s services, such as utility payments, insurance and savings products
attract foot traffic to the agent’s store, which can lead to increased sales of goods that agents traditionally sell.
• The partnership has been highly beneficial for China Post, which is trying to reinvent itself in the e-commerce era.
Ule has contributed to half of the growth of China Post’s parcel business in some provinces.
• Ule has also contributed to half of the growth of PSBC’s cash deposits in some provinces due to the increased business
it can provide to rural customers like farmers.

Sources: DFS Lab. 2020. “China’s CICO Agent Evolution: From Cooperatives to Social Commerce.”
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India: Dvara KGFS – a ‘New Age’ ANM

AT A GLANCE:
Founded in 2008, Dvara is a non-bank financial institution in India focused
on bringing valued financial services to rural customers across six states.
Its core financial services is centered on credit and wealth management,
which enabled Dvara to open a network of 296 rural branches (2022).
As part of its growth strategy, in 2021 Dvara became an ANM for other
service providers by acquiring a digital platform that connects individual
CICO agents with various banking and payment partners so agents can
distribute savings, insurance, P2P and bill payments (in addition to
Dvara’s own credit products) to rural customers.
Dvara has also partnered with on-line sellers of home appliances,
enabling rural agents to facilitate customer payment for these goods.
Dvara operates 1,700 agents facilitating over 6 million transactions per
month (2022).
Photo: Pensaar

Sources: MSC. 2020. “Cash-in Cash-out Cross-country Analysis: India.”; CGAP interviews.
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India: Dvara KGFS – a ‘New Age’ ANM

WHAT’S THE VALUE PROPOSITION?

SUMMARY OF HOW IT OPERATES

Rural customers can use Dvara agents to pick up and pay for household
appliances bought on-line using cash and do CICO related to credit,
insurance, P2P and bill payment transactions associated with partner
financial institutions and Dvara KGFS.

In 2021 Dvara KGFS acquired Transact Nexus Tech, an IT company that
developed a digital platform to process money transfer services for various
payment providers.

Rural Dvara agents have expanded their fee revenue by facilitating all
those financial and non-financial services offered by Dvara and its
partners. Agents use a single float account to process CICO requests
associated with any of the providers that partner with Dvara. Dvara agents
can more conveniently manage their liquidity at a Dvara branch, since
Dvara has good rural coverage relative to other financial institutions.

This digital platform enabled Dvara to use its rural branch officers to onboard
rural shops as Dvara agents who–with a smartphone and a single float
account–can facilitate CICO transactions associated with the credit and wealth
management products offered by Dvara.
Using the same float account, Dvara agents can process transactions for
Dvara’s bank partners, who need CICO agents to enable savings and
insurance-related customer transactions. Agents’ float accounts can also
process transactions for non-financial service providers, who sell home
appliances online and need CICO agents to facilitate cash payments for goods
sold. Dvara agents are required by regulation to be exclusive to one bank.

Sources: MSC. 2020. “Cash-in Cash-out Cross-country Analysis: India.”; CGAP interviews.
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India: Dvara KGFS – a ‘New Age’ ANM

KEY TAKEAWAYS
Dvara is an example of a new generation ANM that uses its agent network to distribute not only its own financial services
but also those of partners offering financial and non-financial services. The selection of partners lies in a good understanding
of and proximity to rural customers, enabling Dvara to aggregate services that are relevant for these customers.
• Customers can conveniently do many transactions at a single agent point. Transactions are associated with those credit products
offered by Dvara, and partners’ various banking and payment products, and goods sold on-line. The option to do CICO at the agent
is necessary to enable digital financial transactions in India’s cash-dominated rural economies.
• Dvara agents can achieve more transactions per customer when facilitating more services, resulting in more revenue.
They can recover the investment of starting an agent (smartphone plus biometric device) in two-to-three months,
compared to nine months reported for traditional agents (i.e., agents that are dedicated to financial services only).
• Dvara is able to run its agency network more cost-efficiently by acting as an ANM for other partners, effectively sharing
its agent network with others. This is expected to enable further rural coverage and a growth of its customer base.
• Partners using Dvara as an ANM can expand CICO agents in rural areas, where Dvara has acquired good coverage relative to others.

Sources: MSC. 2020. “Cash-in Cash-out Cross-country Analysis: India.”; CGAP interviews.
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Colombia: PTM – a Rapidly Evolving ANM

AT A GLANCE
PTM is a leading ANM in Colombia. Founded in 2009, it began as a distributor
of airtime top-ups for mobile phones and enabler of bill payments. In 2015,
it started operating as an ANM for the banking sector, through a partnership
with Bancolombia, the largest private bank in the country. Since then, it has
partnered with various providers to distribute over 80 different financial and
non-financial services through its network of 16,300 agents (2021).
PTM has opened its agent networks to facilitate CICO-enabled payments for
various types of providers like banks, insurance companies, public utilities,
e-commerce platforms, fintechs doing merchant payments and G2P transfers,
and entertainment companies like Netflix and Spotify. Recently, it began
processing re-stocking orders of FMCG products for its network of agents
who are also merchants (2022).

Photo: Marulanda Consultores

Sources: Marulanda Consultores, 2022. “Bancolombia’s agent network strategy”
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Colombia: PTM – a Rapidly Evolving ANM

WHAT’S THE VALUE PROPOSITION?

SUMMARY OF HOW IT OPERATES

Rural customers can use PTM agents as a one-stop-shop for a full suite of
banking services (credit, savings, insurance, transfers), in addition to bill
payments, purchase of entertainment platforms (Netflix, Spotify), G2P and
remittances withdrawals, and to pay for goods bought online.

Beyond the digital platform developed by PTM to connect agents with the
partners’ core systems, PTM has a large workforce of staff and freelancers that
identify and on-board businesses that can be PTM agents. This workforce
reaches neighborhoods ‘door-to-door’ and through phone interviews.

Rural PTM agents have expanded their fee revenue by facilitating all those
services offered by PTM partners in the financial, e-commerce and FMCG
space. PTM’s rural agents working for Bancolombia show a very wellbalanced ratio of CI and CO, which facilitates liquidity management and
reduces the frequency of costly rebalancing. This is thanks to the diversity
of services distributed by PTM that imply both CI and CO requests from
customers (e.g. high customer demand for CO for savings and G2P
withdrawals is balanced by a high demand of CI for transfers and bill
payments).

PTM has developed a scoring mechanism to screen potential agents and
enable greater floats on credit for those who have potential to grow. It has also
developed an insurance product for agents that protects them against risks
during the transport of cash and protects their merchandise stock from natural
hazards.
PTM manages both exclusive and non-exclusive agents, depending on the
bank partner. Regulation in Colombia allows banks to decide if their agents are
exclusive or not.

Sources: Marulanda Consultores, 2022. “Bancolombia’s agent network strategy”
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Colombia: PTM – a Rapidly Evolving ANM

KEY TAKEAWAYS
PTM is an example of an ANM that shows unmatched levels of service aggregation on a shared agent network in a financial market like Colombia,
which is dominated by private banks. The significant customer value proposition offered by PTM’s banking partners is at the core of PTM agents’ higher
activity and revenue. And this has been complemented with PTM’s vision of becoming a multi-service distribution platform serving large sectors of the
economy like public utilities, banking, e-commerce and FMCG.
• Customers are offered convenient CICO-enabled access to a great diversity of valued services at a single agent outlet.
This helps explain PTM’s vast coverage including rural areas. This is the advantage of having non-dedicated and non-exclusive PTM agents.
• PTM has been able to negotiate partner contracts in a way that allows the ANM to be non-exclusive, despite the incentives
from key partners to keep PTM exclusive to them.
• The diversity of services offered has enabled rural PTM agents to carefully balance their customers’ CI and CO requests,
allowing for good liquidity management
• Partners using PTM as an ANM are able to cost-effectively expand CICO agents faster than they could achieve by themselves.

Sources: Marulanda Consultores, 2022. “Bancolombia’s agent network strategy”
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6. Key Features of Emerging Agent
Model Innovations

Lead FSP-ANM Partnerships Tend to Push Agent
Non-Dedication and Non-Exclusivity: Drivers
of Viability and Profitability in Rural Areas
The unprecedented level of service aggregation achieved by these new ANMs is largely the result
of a growing application of digital technology (e.g., open APIs) that makes it easier for service
providers from different sectors (e.g., finance, FMCG, e-commerce) to bundle their services under
the same digital platform and share a common CICO agent network. This integration—led by
ANMs—significantly increases the number of revenue-generating services that agents can
facilitate through CICO for rural customers.
Cross-country evidence suggests key agent features that result in greater rural agent viability are
agent non-exclusivity, non-dedication and interoperability. When these are enabled by ANMs and
FSPs, agents break even faster, increase profits, reduce capex and opex, and increase customer
value. This is critical for agent viability in areas of low population density.
Replicating these rural CICO-enabling features is a highly market-specific exercise.
These features are not always easy to promote in every context given evolving local competition,
policy and regulatory strategies used by the various market stakeholders.
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Agent
Non-Exclusivity
and Non-Dedication
Enable Rural
Viability

Photo: Marulanda Consultores
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New ANM Models Show How Agent Non-Dedication
and Non-Exclusivity are Drivers of Viability and
Profitability at Rural Frontier
Non-dedication requires lower daily txn volume to
reach agent viability

Non-exclusive agents tend to report higher revenue &
profits vs. exclusive agents

# of txns / day
25

Threshold to reach breakeven
Additional transactions
needed to make DFS
business "worthwhile" 1

15

10

5

Range of predicted
daily txn volumes in
frontier regions

11
5

Rural agents are unlikely to reach
enough txn to break even, let alone
reach livable wage if agent has no
add'l income

80
60
40

Cost

20

Profit

0

Dedicated
Frontier Agent

Share of revenue (%)

20

-40%

100

0

Non-dedicated
Frontier Agent

Non-Exclusive

Rural agents can reach breakeven
faster and more likely to find their
effort to be "worthwhile“ since fewer
txn are needed

Exclusive

Non-exclusive agents report 40% more total revenue than exclusive
agents. Aggregate profits reported by non-exclusive agents are also
higher than those of non-exclusive agents.

1. "Worthwhile" defined as sufficient revenue to compensate for capital investment and time/effort required to run the DFS business. Interviews with non-dedicated agents suggest at least 10txn/day to make business
worthwhile, reflects ~50% of typical monthly income in a rural geography.
Source: BCG DFS Agent Interview Study, 2018; BCG DFS Provider Interview Study 2018. Figures come from comparing agent performance in India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda
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ANM – FSP Partnerships Lead the Next Wave of
Agent Expansion in Most Emerging Markets
Example: BNI-GrabKios in Indonesia

Example: Efficiencies by new-age ANMs in India

• Bank-ANM collaboration to deliver micro-savings to low-income customers,
where GrabKios acts as ANM and BNI as FSP
• Lower-cost till technology and greater economies of scope for GrabKios
resulted in a 600% reduction in agent recruitment costs

• CGAP assessment found that new age ANMs (non-exclusive and non-dedicated)
are leveraging technology to significantly reduce agent capex and opex1
• Although agent revenue per month is lower, costs are also lower, enabling more
agents to break even faster

BNI

Agent particulars

Projected osts to add 300k
new agents in the future

Traditional ANM

Capex cost
(USD)

Grab

Up to a 6x
reduction
TODAY

FUTURE

New-age ANM

1,074

61

Opex cost per month
(USD)

34

3.5

Revenue per month
(USD)

162

25.5

9

2

Break even
(months)

1. Digital technology reduces capex and opex through a reduction in costs for agent recruitment and equipment. Agent non-dedication and non-exclusivity not only increases agent revenue but also reduces liquidity
management costs since it enables better balancing of CI and CO requests faced by the agent. Source: IDEO Colab (2019) and MSC (2020)
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Lead FSP-ANM Partnerships can Set a Path to
a Future Service Ecosystem with Long-Term Value
Lower capex and opex
enable more rural
entrepreneurs to become
viable agents

1.
Progressive
increase in rural
coverage

Service aggregation makes
it viable for ANMs to do
periodic in-person training
and advice for agents that
results in good agent
performance

2.
Viable
in-person agent
support

3.
More holistic
customer and
agent data
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Over time, ANMs can
capture agent and customer
financial and non-financial
transactional data used to
tailor more and better
services for the customer
and agents
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Agent
Interoperability
Enables Greater
Customer Choice

Photo: Emilio Hernandez
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Interoperability
is Increasingly
Discussed as
a Powerful Lever…
Done well, interoperability promises to
improve long-term financial inclusion

Create new business
opportunities

… But Implementation Pace and
Par ticipation Decisions are Highly
Nuanced and Context-Specific
Executed poorly, it can undermine outreach by limiting
payments options

Perceived "free rider" problem can disincentivize
investment, innovation and maintenance of
infrastructure

Improve economies of scale

Create network effects

Even if mandated in theory, in practice providers may
modify fees and pricing such that interoperable
payments are too expensive for consumers

Increase attractiveness to
consumers
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ANMs Allow for Agent Interoperability by Managing Transactions
on Behalf of Different FSPs, Bringing Greater Customer
Convenience and Choice
Integration
FSP1

FSP2

Money flow

ANM

ANM

ANM

Agent

Agent

Agent

Agent

Till

Till

Till

Till
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Non-exclusive ANMs enable
interoperability de facto in
markets dominated by closed
loop payment systems or where
there is an overwhelmingly
dominant FSP
Agent interoperability means
that customers of FSP1 and
FSP2 can be served by
the same agent
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Beyond FSP-ANM Integration, Agent Interoperability May be
Achieved through a Central Payment System
Scheme
Integration
FSP1

FSP2

Money flow

Clearing Operator

ANM

ANM

Agent

Agent

Agent

Agent

Till

Till

Till

Till
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7. Addressing Gender Gaps in
CICO Networks

There is a Business Case for
Gender Equity in CICO Networks
Given that CICO is a strong driver of DFS use, the lack of women’s access to adequate
CICO helps explain the persistent gender gap in DFS. Therefore, removing barriers for
women to use CICO and act as agents would contribute to boosting rural demand and
expanding the agent network.
FSPs should carry out R&D efforts to (i) understand context-specific barriers to women’s
use of CICO; (ii) analyze how existing CICO networks might be missing out on women
customers and agents due to structural and normative gender factors; and (iii) develop and
test hypotheses for solutions to these gaps depending on the segment of women targeted.
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FSPs Efforts to Increase Women’s Participation as Customers
and Agents can Boost DFS Demand in Rural Areas
Women in low- and middle-income countries are less likely to use DFS than men
Received a digital payment within the last year
(low- and middle-income countries, 2017)
Women

24%

Men

Made a digital payment within the last year
(low- and middle-income countries, 2017)
Women

76%

30%

70%

Yes

32%

Men

68%

40%

No

60%

Yes

No

In most low- and middle-income countries, the majority of agents are men
100%

99.60%
92%
77%

Women
Men

41%
33%

Bangladesh

DRC

India

Indonesia

Pakistan

The notable exceptions
of Indonesia and
Uganda present
opportunities to learn
how to include more
women agents

Uganda

Sources: Global Findex data; Agent Network Accelerator Research; IFC/FINCA (for DRC)
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Applying a Gender Lens to CICO Networks Helps Identify
Opportunities to Expand CICO Coverage in Rural Areas
Dual goal: Improve both gender equality and the ability
of agent networks to serve rural communities

Ideal state: a virtuous cycle that achieves both goals
CICO enables women in
remote, hard-to-reach
areas to use valuable
financial services

• At the global level, gender gaps in access to
financial services persist
• Even where there’s no gap in access, usage
patterns reveal implicit bias in policy and
product/service design and delivery
• A gender gap in usage means a missed market
opportunity for providers

Improves women’s ability
to cope with shocks,
manage day-to-day needs,
invest in their futures

Expands access to and
use of financial services
for men and women

• More gender-diverse agent networks may perform
better overall

Improves the scale and
viability of CICO networks
at the last mile
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There are at Least Three Key Steps to Applying
a Gender Lens to CICO Network Development
To improve outcomes for women and expand CICO networks:
1.

Understand women’s livelihoods and how these shape their financial
services needs, which will vary across different segments of women

2.

Analyze how existing CICO networks might be missing out on women
customers and agents due to structural and normative gender factors

3.

Develop and test hypotheses for solving these gaps
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Step 1. Understand Women’s Needs and Contexts
Low-income women have complex and dynamic financial lives
Potential Needs among women:
• Focus on child education and household expenses highlights need for
payment services that make it easier to pay for school fees and utilities
or groceries
• Responsibility for large, irregular family expenses like weddings and
festivals highlights the need for commitment savings
• The need to deal with emergencies like funerals or healthcare costs
suggests there is value in savings and insurance products
• Tendency to lead certain businesses like vegetable production and trade
suggests the need for tailored credit products
Potential Agents’ Needs:
• More reliable and diverse income sources
• Ability to manage income-generating work with other responsibilities
• Role models and support of community

Questions to understand barriers and opportunities
For customers:

How does she manage these needs now?

What stands in her way when trying to manage her money and
invest in the future?

What products are available, and do they seem valuable?

What is her level of comfort with technology and financial
transactions?

Are there opportunities to bring DFS closer to the spaces where
she already learns and gathers with community members?
For agents:

What are her current sources of income and financing?

When and how is she available for income-earning activities?

Does her family support her going into business as an agent?
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Step 2a. Analyze How Existing CICO Services
Might be Missing Out on Women Customers

Awareness

• Relevance of marketing
• Lack of compelling value
proposition
• Few examples of women
around them using
the service
• Trial stakes may be higher
for women

Registration

• 165 million fewer women own
a mobile phone than men in
LMICs1

Deposit/
withdraw cash

Verification

• In low-income countries,
45% of women lack ID
(compared to 30% of men)2

• Distance to agents and
concerns over safety

• Women are 20% less likely than
men to use mobile internet1

• May not be acceptable or
preferable to visit a (male) agent
alone or without permission

• 27% of adult women globally
cannot read/write

• Trust and confidence in the
process and agent

Continued usage

• 64% of mobile money
accounts are inactive3

1 GSMA Mobile Gender Gap Report 2020
2 World Bank Blogs, “The global identification challenge: Who are the 1 billion people without proof of identity?”
3 Bull, Greta (2018), ”Financial Inclusion: Is the Glass Half Empty or Half Full (Pt 2)”, CGAP Blog
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Step 2b. Analyze How CICO Networks could be
Missing Out on Women Agents
Drivers of the Agent Business Case

Examples of Possible Gender-based Constraints

Basic pre-conditions:
• Mobility to reach access point/customers
• Entrepreneurship capacities

•
•
•
•

Limitations on mobility and time due to care work
Gendered social norms around risk-taking and entrepreneurship
Implicit bias about who is likely to be an entrepreneur
Biased recruitment practices by networks

Financial considerations:
• Up-front capital, space and staff costs
• Liquidity management

• Control over household capital or access to credit
• Ability to travel for rebalancing (time, cost, means of transport)
• Opportunity costs of capital versus household needs

Exogenous factors:
• Security risks
• System interruptions
• Effect on other lines of business

• Actual or perceived higher vulnerability to safety risks
• Effects on other financial responsibilities she manages

Time-specific issues:
• Time to profitability
• Major growth costs

• Length of time loss-making is acceptable
• Access to credit or capital to invest in growth

Drivers adapted from CGAP’s “Agent Management Toolkit” (2011)
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Step 3. Develop Hypotheses and Test Identified Local Constraints
Example of hypotheses identified coming from the global experience
1

2

Core hypotheses
Inclusion of women (as customers/agents)
benefits CICO network development

CICO networks
meaningfully benefit women

3
A stronger value proposition is needed
for women to participate
Underlying hypotheses

4
CICO network models need to adapt to address
structural and normative barriers women face

Cross-cutting considerations

These factors vary with intersectional
characteristics such as age, location,
socioeconomic status and ethnic group
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8. Geospatial Mapping for Agent
Network Growth

Agent Geospatial Mapping as a
Tool to Plan for Agent Expansion
Agent geospatial mapping and analysis is a powerful tool that has helped providers
improve their demand-supply analysis and identify more rigorously and with granularity
areas to viably expand their CICO networks.
Unlike agent density, which measures the number of agents per capita, geospatial
coverage captures how the number of agents varies with the population density in each
part of the country. This is critical for accurately identifying areas that are underserved
or excluded.
Geographical coverage can be combined with other data sets, like demand-side surveys,
economic census, G2P beneficiaries' locations, and merchant location data, to
develop a more accurate predictions of areas with latent demand where new agents can
be viable but which have not been activated by FSPs due to information asymmetries.
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Agent Geospatial Mapping has been Useful for
Identifying New Viable CICO Access Points

Agent density

Geospatial coverage
Consumer-focused metric; typically defined as % of population
located a geographic radius from a CICO access point1
(bank branch, ATM, agent)

Agent-focused metric; typically defined as the number of CICO
network agents per 10,000 population
Does not account for spread of agents, density of population,
or other factors determining access
Helpful metric for defining overall market maturity, but does not
pinpoint access gaps

VS

Accounts for variations in population density, infrastructure connectivity,
and economic activity
Helpful metric for identifying gaps & homing in on root causes
affecting network expansion

1. Unless otherwise noted, coverage defined as % of population located <5km from CICO access point (bank branch, ATM, agent, per analysis of Financial Inclusion Insights (FII) survey. Fraym provides
probabilities of CICO access by distance bands (<1km, 1-5km, >5km)
Source: Landscan – population; Fraym CICO layer based on FII consumer survey data; BCG analysis
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Ways in which FSPs
have Benefited from
Agent Geospatial
Mapping

Measuring/investing in agent geospatial data collection has
enabled analysis that informs effective and inclusive CICO
expansion strategies:

1. Identify underserved areas for agent expansion or contraction
(e.g., joint analysis of economic census data, population density,
communication infrastructure and current agent network coverage)
2. Track potential fraud or need for liquidity support
(e.g., spot strange patterns or imbalances in CI/CO ratios)
3. Identify cross-selling opportunities (e.g., by crossing the agent
network with access to the electricity grid to spot potential areas
for pay-go solar)
4. Unique identification of agents at the industry level to monitor
agents shared with competitors
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Detail: Example of Agent Geospatial Mapping Analysis
a Data preparation and preprocessing

b Population-based Catchment Analysis

• Processed and converted addresses of ~4,000 POIs
into LAT/LON
• Prepared data using Alteryx
• Mapped banks, cell locations, power infrastructure,
and economic activity POIs

Financial
infrastructure

• Generated drive time polygons across various
scenarios—5 mins, 10, 15, 30 mins etc. using street
network dataset
• Population catchment summary to achieve 80% of
the population

Economic
activity

Cell towers

Overlaying maps

c Spatial Intersection and Funnel Methodology

d Visualizations

• Calculated population coverage for individual layer—
cell towers, economic, power and financial POIs
• Performed geospatial intersection using
geoprocessing tool in ESRI’s Spatial Analyst
• Created layers and intermediate report/summary
using Alteryx modules

• Visualized multiple layers with their corresponding
coverage areas using ESRI’s
ArcGIS online
• Added dynamic functionality, allowing option to zoom
in/out, select layers, and see corresponding details

Single view and spatial framework of multiple layers

Population-based catchment analysis summary report

Visualization dashboard—ArcGIS online

Generated catchment summaries

Power
connectivity

Modeling proposed locations/territories on an interactive dashboard
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Agent Geospatial
Analysis is Only
Useful if Combined
with Other Data

Looking at where agents currently operate to assess where new areas
of agent coverage could be requires overlaying agents geo-positioning
with additional data to give a sense of what customers’ financial needs
are. Important additional data layers include:

1. Demand-side surveys can show the location of potential customers
along with insights on their financial needs and demand for potential
services
2. Economic census can provide indicators of purchasing power and
size of aggregate customer demand in different parts of the country,
revealing the potential viability of opening agents in new areas
3. G2P beneficiaries’ location can show where new agents are needed
to distribute government subsidies more effectively
4. Merchant location data provides an indication of potential merchant
networks established by businesses outside the financial sector,
which could be on-boarded as CICO agents
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9. Appendix

Advocating for Enabling Policy and Regulation can Help FSPs
Extend CICO Networks to the Most Remote Rural Areas
FSPs that want to inform their advocacy efforts can review the CGAP decks
that show general good practices for policy makers and regulators to enable
rural CICO agent networks.
Policies and regulations that enable further CICO reach are those that allow
a greater diversity of non-bank FSPs, ANMs and agent profiles to participate
in financial markets. This widens the pool of rural entrepreneurs eligible to be
agents and increases the diversity of the financial offer.
Through partnerships with the public sector, FSPs can expand their CICO
networks to remote rural areas where even the most innovative ANM models
have not been viable.
There are policy and regulatory practices that can support efforts by FSPs to
build CICO networks in rural frontiers. These are effectively public
investments that have resulted in important social gains, thus justifying such
public investments.
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Examples of
Enabling Policies
and Regulations
that Could Address
Specific Problems

Photo: Anand Raman
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Incentives can be Targeted to Address Specific Challenges
of CICO Agent Networks in Rural Contexts

Problem

1

Not enough agents in
rural areas

Possible Incentives

Examples

Actors

Rural agent service coverage
mandates tied to licensing*

Regulator

Time-bound exclusivity in service
area

Regulator

Shared agent initiatives and support

Regulator

India

Banks to open 25% of new
branches in underserved areas
each year (see page 12)

India

Central Bank provides guaranteed
minimum salary for agents to
encourage coverage of less viable
regions (see page 14)

Source: BCG Cash-in/cash-out agent networks: Reaching the last mile in financial inclusion.
*Service coverage and mandates have worked only in specific conditions where DFS providers have other enabling conditions like a growing
demand and access to investment capital, like in South and East Asia. Failures of mandates are widespread in Africa and Latin America.
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Incentives can be Targeted to Address Specific Challenges
of CICO Agent Networks in Rural Contexts (Cont.)

Problem

2

Agent mix is not
inclusive with female
and male agents

Possible Incentives

Actors

Track, record and provide rewards for
gender inclusivity in agent
networks.

Regulator

Examples

Direct government payments to
women’s accounts and require that
providers have women agents.

Policymaker

Set gender targets for agent
network management firms and
provide higher commissions for
recruiting female agents.

Financial service providers

India

Government partnerships
fund efforts to develop DFS
for rural women in India
see( page 28)

Source: BCG Cash-in/cash-out agent networks: Reaching the last mile in finacnail inclusion
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Incentives can be Targeted to Address Specific Challenges
of CICO Agent Networks in Rural Contexts (Cont.)

Problem

Possible Incentives

Provide and subsidize equipment.

3

Examples

Actors

Financial service providers

China

Subsidies for point-of-sales
terminals help merchants
cover upfront costs in China
(see page 28)

Nigeria

Central Bank created
$56M fund to help Mobile Money
Operators/ Super Agents expand
into rural with preferred loans
(see page 14)

Start up costs are too
high

Offer low cost loans to cover start
up costs.

Financial service providers

Source: BCG Cash-in/cash-out agent networks: Reaching the last mile in finacnail inclusion
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Incentives can be Targeted to Address Specific Challenges
of CICO Agent Networks in Rural Contexts (Cont.)

Problem

4

Not enough
transactions to keep
an agent in business

Examples

Possible Incentives

Actors

Move large businesses, such as
agricultural buyers to digital
payments.

Supply chain actors

Kenya

Move government payments to
digital payments.

Government policy makers –
ministry making payments

Move donor funded payments
(such as humanitarian cash
transfers) to digital payments.

Donors

Kenya

DigiFarm is an integrated mobile
platform offering a variety of
services directly to farmers.

Government digitizing benefits
disbursements with several
providers and providing tiered
subsidies to reflect cost to serve
(see page 14)

Source: BCG Cash-in/cash-out agent networks: Reaching the last mile in financial inclusion
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Incentives can be Targeted to Address Specific Challenges
of CICO Agent Networks in Rural Contexts (Cont.)

Problem

Move person to government and
government to person to digital
payments

4
Continued

Examples

Actors

Possible Incentives

Pakistan
Government policymakers

G2P setup in Pakistan with
Benazir Income Support
Program in partnership w/ Telenor
(MNO) (see page 14)

Not enough
transactions to keep
an agent in business

Expand service offerings by
agents.

Financial
service
providers

Non-financial
service
providers or
online retailers

Kenya

Government digitizing benefits
disbursements with several
providers and providing tiered
subsidies to reflect cost to serve
(see page 14)

Source: BCG Cash-in/cash-out agent networks: Reaching the last mile in finacnail inclusion
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Incentives can be Targeted to Address Specific Challenges
of CICO Agent Networks in Rural Contexts (Cont.)

Problem

Guarantee minimum commission
revenues.

5

Examples

Actors

Possible Incentives

Providers

Government
(subsidies)

Colombia

Decreasing income guarantee
planned over three years to
enable agents
(see page 14)

Agent commission
structure is insufficient
to generate interest by
potential agents or to
keep agents in
business
Adopt a tiered commission
structure that provides high
commission structure for rural
agents

Providers

Regulators
(permissions)

Kenya

Government digitizing benefits
disbursements with several
providers and providing tiered
subsidies to reflect cost to serve
(see page 14)

Source: BCG Cash-in/cash-out agent networks: Reaching the last mile in finacnail inclusion
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Incentives can be Targeted to Address Specific Challenges
of CICO Agent Networks in Rural Contexts (Cont.)

Problem

Provide overdraft loans to agents.

6

Examples

Actors

Possible Incentives

Financia2l service providers or third
party agents.

Kenya

Safaricom in Kenya offers some
of their selected agents with
short-term financing to meet their
liquidity requirements.
(download and see page 13)

Rebalancing cash
and e-float is difficult
or expensive for
agents

Provide liquidity support.

Financial
service
providers

Tanzania
Superagents

Tigo Pesa in Tanzania allows
nearby agents to offer float to
each other rather than requiring
their agents to physically visit a
bank branch or their distributor
every time they need to rebalance
(download and see page 13)

Source: AFI Regional Policy Framework To Strengthen Agent Networks For Digital Financial Services (DFS)
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